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VELP Scientifica
Designed, Developed and Manufactured in Italy

LABSOLUTIONS
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Constant Commitment to Knowledge Development
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Established in 1983 in northern Italy, VELP Scientifica is today a growing provider of analytical

instruments and solutions that has made an impact on the world-wide market with Italian

products renown for innovation, style and premium materials.

A Leader in the sector of laboratory instruments, VELP offers four diversified business categories:

Food&Feed Line, Stirring Line, Environment Line, Other Lab Equipment.

VELP is a reliable partner for the development of advanced analytical solutions and instruments

for laboratories, universities, research centers and companies involved in scientific research.

VELP Scientifica. 
…Innovative Analytical Equipment
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Leader in Innovative Analytical Instruments
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VELP Scientifica has started “going green” and this also involves the way we produce energy, in fact we

have recently passed to geothermal energy. Our geothermal power plant enables us to save up to 80% in

operating costs compared to a traditional system as well as offering significant additional benefits such as

being independent from gas and oil price increases and reducing public health risks.

In addition, a total of 750 m2 of photovoltaic panels have been installed, making the company even more

efficient in energy production and boosting our green reputation!

By reducing our carbon footprint, we make life even more comfortable and we become independent from

any type of potentially polluting and non-renewable energy.

VELP is committed to clean energy production from renewable sources and therefore to strategic projects

focused on the reduction of emissions and dependence on fossil fuels.
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Low Environmental Footprint

VELP Scientifica.  
...A Green Company for a Better 
Environment
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Through specific choices and targeted strategies, VELP has established a strong position on

the world market and a reputation as a company that puts its philosophy of “Constant

Commitment to Knowledge Development” into practice.

Our mission is to transform our commitment to the pursuit of knowledge into the ability to

develop innovative “Customer Oriented” solutions.

The key to our success is to design and create increasingly new solutions whilst continuing to

renew existing products.

Vitality, innovation, attention to detail and an infinite passion are the fundamental values of 

VELP Scientifica.

Originality along with a unique combination of ideas, creativity, enthusiasm and concreteness

are at the heart of our spirit; vitality spurs us to develop new solutions for the everyday needs of

laboratories.

By broadening our expertise and know-how and conducting intensive research, VELP is able

to develop exciting new ideas and innovative, high-performance products.

“Attention to detail” is a key aspect of VELP philosophy and of our daily commitment and lies

at the heart of the standards of excellence that VELP has achieved.

Last but not least is the infinite passion and unyielding enthusiasm of an outstanding and

dynamic team. 
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VELP Scientifica. 
Mission and Values 
...The Key to a Success We Wish to Share
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Attention to Detail and Infinite Passion
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Ongoing investments in R&D activities, the continuous improvement of our know-how and the

development of mutually beneficial relationships with universities and research institutes

guarantees a significant and constant increase in the quality of our products.

Attention to detail is ingrained in VELP’s culture, for this reason research and development

involves every single component. 

A well-balanced team of highly trained engineers is constantly focused on improving existing

products and developing new solutions.

The project team is backed by a meticulous analytical department that studies new applications

and offers the support necessary  to obtain the most reliable results.
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VELP Scientifica. 
Quality and R&D
...Product Development 
From Start to Finish
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Research, Technology, Innovation
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VELP Scientifica instruments make work easier whilst offering high performance in terms of

accuracy and efficiency! 

Our portfolio includes:

Nitrogen/Protein Determination - Kjeldahl and Dumas/Combustion Method

Fat Determination with Solvent Extraction - Soxhlet/Randall

Dietary and Raw Fiber Determination - Weende, Van Soest, ADF, NDF, ADL, Cellulose,

Hemicellulose, Pectin

Oxidation Test Reactor for Shelf Life Investigations

Stirring Equipment - including Magnetic Stirrers, Heating Plates, Heating Magnetic Stirrers,

Overhead Stirrers, Vortex Mixers and Homogenizers

Environmental Testing Equipment - including COD Thermoreactors, BOD Determination

Systems, Refrigerated Thermostats and Incubators, Flocculators and other specific equipment

Other Lab Equipment - including pumps and open circulating baths

VELP products and services are designed for all those who are looking for an extremely reliable

solution at an affordable price.

This allows us to achieve impressive goals and provide excellent solutions for even the most

prestigious users.

VELP Scientifica. 
Products and Solutions
...Outstanding Precision and Reliability
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High Performance Products

VELP Scientifica has applied a new concept to its most recent products: TEMS™ Technology, a

revolutionary engineering step that ensures outstanding performancewith reduced energy requirements.

By offering highly efficient solutions and limited consumption, VELP helps its partners to obtain

conspicuous savings in terms of money. Bench space is another crucial aspect in every lab and the

compact footprint of VELP instruments is further witness to our care for customer needs.
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VELP Scientifica operates in more than 90 countries with an extensive network of qualified dealers. 

Attention to partners needs is the mainstay of our company philosophy, backed by an awareness of

the "value" generated by a strong partnership spirit. 

In fact VELP Scientifica's customer relations management is based on the development of long-term

relationships focused on achieving common goals and ensuring  a reliable and qualified local service.
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VELP Scientifica. 
Distribution Network
...Solutions That Speak Many Languages

Recently, VELP Scientifica has opened the first foreign

subsidiary, VELP Scientific, Inc., located in Bohemia

(NY), USA, to be closer to our customers with premium

quality products available locally, thus offering an

accurate and prompt service to ensure maximum

satisfaction in the US, Canada and Mexico.

VELP Scientific, Inc.

Distributors

Business Development Units
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World-wide Presence
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By choosing VELP the user chooses excellence in terms of service and business results.

Simplified installation and safe working conditions

to facilitate start-up and ensure operator safety whilst maintaining a high level of reliability.

A user-friendly interface, a wide language library and numerous pre-installed methods

for a complete, ready-to-use solution that simplifies operator-instrument communication and 

day-to-day activities.

Intuitive software

ensures easy data management and  traceability of analysis results.

Constant technical and analytical assistance

to support the user and offer the latest info and applications.

Availability of spare parts and consumables

to ensure fast assistance without the loss of  precious time.

A network of selected partners

to understand the needs of the customer and offer high quality service.

Dedicated training courses

to transmit the most updated knowledge to our Partners and ensure fast and premium service.

E-Shop

to place orders for instruments, accessories and spare parts directly from our website 24/7.

VELP Scientifica.  
Services & Added-Value
...Customer Satisfaction 
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Provider of Reliable and
Accurate Results
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“The process of scientific
discovery is, in effect, a
continual flight from wonder” 

Albert Einstein
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VELP Scientifica srl
Via Stazione 16
20865 Usmate (MB) Italy
Tel +39 039 628811
Fax +39 039 6288120
inse@velp.it
www.velp.com
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OTHER LAB EQUIPMENTSOLUTIONS

PUMPS
RECIRCULATING WATER
VACUUM PUMP
PERISTALTIC PUMP

OPEN CIRCULATING BATH

OTHER LAB EQUIPMENT

Constant Commitment to
Knowledge Development
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Your authorized agent:

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
We do not assume liability for errors in printing, typing or transmission
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